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				Lo sentimos. No hemos encontrado la página que buscas.

			
				
Puedes consultar alguno de nuestros últimos artículos. Seguro que te interesarán.

						

              Working experience

                            In this section you should show, in a clear and brief way, your working experience, whether it’s related to your studies, to the professional areas you’ve worked for or any experience that may be of interest to the employer. Don’t forget to mention the dates, names of the enterprises and tasks of your previous positions. […]

              
              


														
              Getting ready for the job interview

                            Before going to a job interview, we recommend you get ready for it. You always have to show confidence and to achieve that, the best is to keep the situation under control, being sure of what you do. From our website, we recommend you follow this advice: Find out everything you can about the company […]

              
              


														
              The CV in Belgium

                            Belgian CVs are usually long and detailed. although a recent trend is to make them 1 or 2 pages long. They’re always printed and they’re very precise and professional. You should always mention dates, along with a wide description of your working experience. The Belgian CV should include the following information (the order can vary): […]

              
              


														
              CV templates: Chronological 4

                            Chronological CV formats and templates Format nº4 Characteristics CV format: Chronological Sections: Personal information Education Working experience Languages IT knowledge Other information Colours available: Blue Green Maroon Orange Download Download Download Download

              
              


														
              Winning examples for impressing in a job interview

                            Hey there, job seekers! Are you ready to nail that next job interview? One crucial aspect that can make or break your chances is how you present yourself. In this article, we’ll dive into the importance of making a stellar first impression and provide you with some awesome examples to help you shine in your […]

              
              


														
              How to pass a psychological test in a job interview

                            Achieve success in job interviews with expert tips for mastering psychological tests. Boost your chances of landing your dream job.

              
              


														
              The CV in Ireland

                            Learn how to create an outstanding CV in Ireland. Explore the format, content, and insider tips for a successful job search. 🇮🇪💼

              
              


														
              Employment agencies

                            Another alternative to find a job on the Internet is to visit the websites of Employment Agencies. Most of them offer some advice on applying for jobs and information for workers, while others work almost the same way as a job search portal with resources for both companies and applicants. Sometimes you can send them […]

              
              


														
              The importance of having a Europass

                            Nowadays, for jobseekers it’s essential to know what Europass is about. Created in 2004 to unify the job search in Europe and make it easier, it consists of five documents, but let’s concentrate on the most fundamental, the Europass CV, similar and yet different from what we’re used to seeing in a resume. At the […]

              
              


														
              Part-time work

                            The concept of part-time work depends on each country and its laws. However, as a general rule, when we talk about part-time work, it’s jobs with 20 or less hours per week. That is, 4 hours a day, 5 days a week. The good side of this kind of contract is obvious: more free time, […]
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			[image: Modelo Currículum Vitae Europeo][image: Modelo Currículum Vitae Cronológico][image: Modelo Currículum Vitae Funcional]


Whether you need original CV models, classic CV examples or resume templates, you can find them all in our Resume formats & templates  section >
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